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THE AUSTRALIAN

Stop pulling the Woolies over our eyes on
salmon

For food retailers, sustainability is the new river of gold.

Woolworths, Coles and Aldi relentlessly market themselves and their food as green and
sustainable. And of all the food retailers, none has higher publicly declared sustainability
standards than Woolworths.

Yet when it comes to Tasmanian salmon, none of Woolworths’ standards is met. Woolworths’
marketing and spin exist only to perpetuate the lie that Tasmanian salmon is clean and green
when the evidence shows that it is dirty and destructive.

As I detail in my book Toxic, salmon farms threaten the survival of wild fish populations,
profoundly damage the marine and freshwater environment, and have a destructive and
frequently cruel impact on other species.

Suddenly everyone seems to know the Tasmanian salmon industry is very far from best
practice and very far from being sustainable. All the scientists I speak to – other than those in
the employ of the industry – know it. Even the bidders for Huon Aquaculture know it, with
Cooke Aquaculture’s man in Australia, David Williams, admitting to me that the Tasmanian
industry is well known as being far below global best practice. Even Andrew Forrest garnered
countless column inches a few weeks ago pointing out how much the industry needed to
improve its environmental practices.

Everyone seems to know. Everyone except, it seems, Woolworths. Which is strange, given that
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Woolworths’ senior management offered no answers to the many issues I raised with them in
June. Their only defence was that of third-party certification of the salmon companies by non-
governmental bodies.

That’s the sole guarantee consumers have that their salmon is sustainably produced. Yet the
third-party certifiers’ work is paid for by the salmon companies using information supplied by
the salmon companies. The potential rule breakers, in other words, pay the rule makers.

The worst regarded of the global third-party certifiers is Global G.A.P. used by Huon
Aquaculture. Governed by major European retailers and food producers, its salmon farm
reports are kept secret from the public. The best regarded is the Aquaculture Stewardship
Council, which the WWF helped found and nurture.

Last week, however, the WWF – which is paid to advise Woolworths on its sustainability
program – released a damning report on the ASC that strips away the last fig leaf of pretence
that the salmon industry is environmentally sustainable. The WWF’s accompanying call for a
profound transformation to new technologies such as land-based farming and for the
government to step up and finally regulate a rogue industry sounded a further death knell to
present practices.

In a statement which is disingenuous at best, Woolworths claimed that “while the report -
focuses on a period up until 2018, regulatory reform has since been implemented to enhance
standards at Macquarie Harbour”. It avoided commenting or acting upon the broader
bombshell revelations in the report.

Instead of world’s best practice, the explosive report finds ASC standards wanting and
government regulation inadequate. It finds that the ASC regulation did nothing to prevent the
salmon- farm-driven-disaster of Macquarie Harbour and, critically, that it provides no
protection against it happening again – as other scientists now fear it will in Storm Bay and is
already happening in D’Entrecasteaux Channel.

Extraordinarily, the report has, as the WWF recognised in a letter to stakeholders, global
implications in highlighting that the ASC’s shortcomings and failure to prevent the ecological
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catastrophe that beset Macquarie Harbour apply elsewhere.

As Rachel Lowry, the WWF’s chief conservation officer told ABC radio on Monday, “it’s remiss
of the learnings if we assume it (Macquarie Harbour) is a one-off”. The point, Lowry went on,
was “the cumulative impact” of multiple salmon farms.

Significantly, WWF chief executive Dermot O’Gorman is reported to have said the
shortcomings of the certification issues in Macquarie Harbour apply to any waterway in the
world.

How can Woolworths then say with a straight face that it relies “on the expert evaluation of
government and certification bodies to set sustainable standards for the aquaculture industry”
when its principal adviser on salmon, the WWF, is saying that both government and private
regulation are failing?

How, ethically, can it keep selling salmon as sustainable when O’Gorman reportedly admitted
that the Tasmanian salmon industry is not sustainable?

Because it isn’t sustainable. And that’s why sea-based salmon farming was banned in Argentina
only a few weeks ago, so that Argentinian Patagonia wouldn’t follow the sorry example of
Chile and Tasmania.

Grimly hanging on to its bottom line, Woolworths’ determinedly misleading statement makes
all Woolworths’ green marketing look shifty and deceptive, exploiting shoppers’ growing
desire for sustainable and humanely produced food, but refusing to act to deal with a foodstuff
that is neither but makes it a fat profit.

Woolworths’ problem is that this issue is not going away. With plans to double the industry by
2030, the growing destruction will only further grow already widespread community anger.

At what point will the Woolworths board realise its error? When the next endangered species
is pushed to the brink of extinction by the salmon it sells as sustainable? How many billboards
showing seals blinded and shot by salmon farmers emblazoned with the Woolworths livery
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and slogan “We are the clean food people” does the board think it can sustain? How many
memes of previously pristine Tasmanian beaches covered in green algae? How many gifs of
divers floating through dead reefs covered in filth? How many die-ins in the supermarket
aisles of Sydney and Melbourne? How many damaging lawsuits before one finds its mark, as
they have in America?

All this risks Woolworths looking like a realtor spruiking a collapsing Sydney apartment block.
Evoking the hubris of Rio Tinto, Woolworths may come to pay a price for mistakenly
endorsing acts that are legal yet unacceptable, by not grasping the growing public outrage and
reputational damage that goes with them.

Woolworths could take a different path. It could back what Tasmanian communities have
asked for in the Dennes Point Declaration and call for an immediate transition to land-based
salmon farming accompanied by strong, independent government regulation.

Land-based salmon farming is not perfect and significant issues remain. But no other
technology ends the catastrophic destruction to marine ecosystems and minimises the
systematic animal cruelty implicit in sea-based salmon farming.

A transition would be a win for the environment and – by showing that its words are not lies –
also a win for Woolworths, with the benefit of gaining a significant commercial advantage over
its retail rivals.

It could be a leader, true to the values it advertises, using its immense power to drive change
for the better in the food industry instead of enabling and colluding in its worst practices.

And that would be the beginning of so much more.

Richard Flanagan is a Booker Prize winning author. His latest book Toxic: The Rotting
Underbelly of the Tasmanian Salmon Industry is published by Penguin.
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